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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1983, Horgan and Knowles [l] published an expository account of 
the intensive investigations that have been made in recent years on the 
subject of spatial decay estimates for solutions of linear and nonlinear 
elliptic equations and systems. These investigations have been continuing; 
among the more recent papers are [2-61 (see also the references therein). 
There have been basically three main techniques used up to now for 
establishing spatial decay results. One approach is to begin with a uniform 
bound and then to use integral estimates and Sobolev’s lemma to obtain 
pointwise decay results (exponential decay for cylindrical-like domains) as 
in [S]. A second approach is to obtain pointwise decay by means of maxi- 
mum principles as in [4, 63. The third approach, which is probably the 
most widely used, is to work with energy integrals and to prove that the 
energy in a subdomain decays with distance from the portion of the bound- 
ary on which nonhomogeneous data have been prescribed, the decay being 
exponential for cylindrical or cylindrical-like domains, as in [2, 31. 
* On sabbatical leave during 1986-1987 at The Ohio State University at Columbus. 
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In [3], the authors work in a three-dimensional semi-infinite cylinder 
R = [(x,, x2, x3) ] (x1, x2) E S, x3 > 0] in which they consider the problem’ 
lxx, 4 Vu) UJ1.j = 0 (1.1) 
in R for a wide class of positive functions p, and with the conditions 
4x1, x2, x,)=0, (Xl? x2) E as, x,>o (1.2) 
4x1, x2,0)=&m,, x2), (x,, X2)ES (1.3) 
u, au/ax, +o uniformly in (x,, x2) as x3 + co. (1.4) 
The function f is assumed to be sufficiently smooth and f = 0 for 
(x1, x,)-x 
Defining Rz to be the subdomain of R in which x3 > z b 0 and the energy 
integral E(z) as2 
(1.5) 
they obtain a bound on E(z) of the form 
E(z) d dE(0) epkr, z 20, (1.6) 
where d and k depend upon the properties of the cross section S and on 
the function p, and d may also depend upon E(O). Similar results are 
obtained in [2] in a two-dimensional semi-infinite strip. 
The requirements on p are general enough so that ( 1.1) is not necessarily 
elliptic throughout R; the results in [2, 31 and in this work hold as long 
as a solution to the considered problem exists. 
Equation (1.6) is the basic type of result one seeks when investigating 
decay theorems for energy integrals (see [ 1)). Of course, in order for ( 1.6) 
by itself to be meaningful, it is necessary to assume that E(0) is finite. One 
would therefore like to supplement inequalities of the form (1.6) with 
results which show that E(0) is finite and if possible demonstrate explicit 
bounds on E(0). The usual way of doing this is to bound E(0) in terms of 
the boundary data; that is what Horgan and Payne do in [2] and what 
they indicate can be done in [3]. However, this requires that the boundary 
data be suffciently smooth and the bound which is obtained for E(0) 
’ Differentiation with respect to x, is denoted by a comma and the summation convention 
is followed. All indices range between the values 1, 2, 3. The symbols au and d’u represent 
general first and second partial derivative terms. 
’ E(z) represents “energy” in a mathematical rather than physical sense. 
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involves not only a bound on the data itself but also on its surface 
derivatives as in [2]. It is well known that it is possible to prescribe con- 
tinuous boundary data for which a solution to the boundary value problem 
exists but such that the energy integral is in fact infinite, even when the 
equation is linear (see [7, p. 286, Exercise 51). 
In this note, we shall derive a different type of enegy bound, one which 
is based only upon a uniform pointwise bound for the solution in the 
domain. In particular, for the problem considered above by Horgan and 
Payne with the homogeneous data at any point on the lateral sides of the 
cylinder allowed to be either of Dirichlet or Neumann type, we shall show 
that if 1~1 <N and 
O<pa4+K{p ph12}1’p, 
throughout D for some N > 0, p > 1, A42 0, and Ka 0, then 
E(u)~b1a-‘P+l)‘(p--l)+b2u-’ for all a > 0, 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
where b, > 0 and b2 2 0 depend only upon N, A4, K, p, and the area of the 
cross section S. In addition, if p is uniformly bounded in R, which allows 
K to be zero in (1.7), then (1.8) holds with b, =O. 
Condition (1.7) covers the entire class of functions p considered in [3] 
and in most of the other papers which deal with inequalities similar to (1.6) 
in three-dimensional domains. In [2], the domain is a two-dimensional 
strip and the considered functions p are assumed to satisfy (1.7) with p = 1 
which is a slightly less restrictive growth condition on p. 
We remark that the bound (1.8) deteriorates as al 0. This is to be 
expected since, as mentioned above, the energy integral over R can be 
infinite. 
Horgan and Payne’s assumption (1.4) already implies that lul is 
bounded in R. Therefore, the bound (1.8) derived here may be combined 
with theirs to yield 
E(z)~d[b,a-(P+‘)/‘P-‘)+b2a-‘] e-k”--rr) forall z>a>O, (1.9) 
without any a priori assumption that E(0) < co and with no assumption on 
f(x,, x2), provided only that a solution to the considered problem exists. 
The method of proof used here will go through in two and higher dimen- 
sions, can be generalized to noncylindrical domains, even to domains 
which cannot be contained in a cylinder, and is valid when the prescribed 
homogeneous boundary data are either of the Dirichlet or Neumann type. 
Finally, we remark that two important examples of p which are included 
in (1.7) are p= (1 + (VU~~)-“~ (M= 1, K=O), which yields the minimal 
surface equation, and p= 1 + lVu12 (M= 1, K= 1, p =2 may be used). 
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2. THE ENERGY BOUND 
We shall begin by working in the semi-infinite cylinder R discussed 
above in the Introduction. In the following, R and its boundary aR are 
assumed to be sufficiently regular for the application of the divergence 
theorem and au/an means an outward normal derivative at a point on aR. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that u(x,, x2, x3) E C*(R) and satisfies the 
conditions : 
(i) u is a solution of (1.1) in R with a positive function p for which 
there exist p > 1, M > 0, and K > 0 such that (1.7) is valid in R, 
(ii) u is continuously differentiable up to that portion of aR on which 
xg > 0 and at every point on this portion, u or au/an is equal to zero, 
(iii) there exists N> 0 such that (uJ <N throughout R. 
Then, there exist positive constants b, and 6, which depend only upon 
N, M, K, p, and the area of the cross section S such that 
E(a)~b,a-(P+‘)‘(P-‘)+b2a-’ for all a > 0. (2.1) 
Moreover, if K = 0, then (2.1) holds with b, = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We shall first introduce two auxiliary cut-off 
functions of x3, each of which also depends upon a positive parameter a. 
First, let g(s) be any chosen specific function such that g E Cm( - co, cc), 
g = 0 for s G 0, g = 1 for s > 1, g is monotonically increasing for 0 < s < 1, 
and every positive fractional power of g is differentiable at s = 0. The func- 
tion $,(x,j is then defined as 
Ic/a(x,) = 12 
$0(x3) = 0, 
for adx,d3a 
for x,<Oandx,34a 
for O<x,<a 
$,(x,)=1-g * ) 
( ) 
for 3a < x3 < 4a. 
The second auxiliary function is H,(x,): 
H&3) = 1, for O<x,d4a, 
Hoc%) = 0, for x3 < 0 and x3 > 4~. 
This pair of functions satisfies the relations 
0 G $,(x3) < H&3) = [H,(X3)ld, 
(2.2a) 
(2.2b) 
(2.2c) 
(2.2d) 
(2.3a) 
(2.3b) 
(2.4) 
409/139,1-14 
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for all d> 0, 
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(2.5) 
where D is a universal constant, and 
for all x3 and p > 1, where C(p) depends only upon p. 
Equation (2.6), which is a tighter inequality than (2.5), can be verified by 
investigation of a specific constructed function with the aid of I’Hospital’s 
rule. For example, the function 
,(,)=j~expC-~-‘(l -t)-‘I dt 
Jhexp[-I-‘(1 -t)-‘1 dt’ O<S<l, 
can be used. 
We note that (2.6) is not generally true for p= 1. 
Now, we multiply (1.1) by $f( x3 u x1, x2, x3) and integrate the ) ( 
resulting equation over R. From now until we reach Eq. (2.20), we shall 
write $ = $Jx,) and H= H.(x3) for conciseness. The differential element 
of volume in Euclidean three space is represented by dz = dx, dx, dx,. 
Thus, 
fff IC/*4w,d,k dT = 0. (2.7) R 
Applying the divergence theorem while taking note of the fact that 
~,G~up(&@r) is zero everywhere on aD because of condition (ii) above and 
the construction of $,(x3), we obtain 
I ff C+z~u.,cu,, + W@~PU,J dr = 0, R 
p”‘~,~][$‘p”*u] dz. w3) 
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The Schwarz inequality implies that 
and then. 
t+h2pu,+, dT]‘-’ 6 2 [ jjj$“pu2 d,]1’2, 
From (1.7) we have that 
and then 
a 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
where IJSI/ is the area of the cross section S. 
Next, we consider the second term on the right side of (2.12). From 
(2.6), we see that 
R ~‘2p1’p(u,ku,k)1’pu2 dr <y jjjR H[t,b2p~,k~,k]“p~2 dz. (2.15) 
From the well-known inequality [8, p. 1201 valid for all c( > 0, /I >O, 
p> 1, and k>O, 
(2.16) 
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where q is defined by the relation l/p + l/q = 1, it follows that 
fJf ~+~*~~~~(u,~u,~)“~u* dr R 
C(P) 1 
G--T- - [ fff a pkp R 
Huzy dz , I (2.17) 
for all k>O. 
We formally replace k by k/a21p in (2.17) and then combine with (2.12) 
and (2.14) to obtain 
1 
4 JJJ R @*w,k~,k dT < 
4D2N2M IISII + KC(P) 
- a 
pkP JJJ 
R $=pu,,+k dT 
+ W P) kY 
JfJ qa2’ R 
Hu2” dz (2.18) 
for all k > 0. 
We now choose k = [4KC( p)] ‘lp, which yields 
1 
4q JJJ 
R ti2w,ku,k dT d a 
4D2N2M IlSll + (4KC)4 
- JJJ 4qa2’ R 
Hu24 dT, (2.19) 
and then, by estimating the integral term on the far right side of (2.19) as 
we did for (2.13), we obtain 
fJJ R I~/:Pu,,u,, dz G 16q D*N=M IISII +4’+ 1(WqN29 IISII (2 20) a a2q-1 . . 
Therefore, one may write 
JJJ R ktp ,k ,k u u dT<-+ “,I B, a2q- 1’ for all a > 0, (2.21) 
where Bi = B,(K, M, N, IlSll, p). 
We shall now write [Jft F dz to represent the volume integral of a func- 
tion F(x,, x2, x3) over the subdomain of R in which tl <x3 < 8. 
From (2.2) and (2.21), 
JJJ 
3a 
Pu.ku,k dT G (1 fJJ R$:p ,k ,k “,I B,~ u u dz<-+ a2q-l (2.22) 
for all a > 0. 
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For a3 1, a”‘-’ 2 a because q > 1, so that 
f f 5 
3a 
pu,ku,k dz < 2 for a> 1, 
a 
(2.23) 
where B3 = B, + B,. 
Equation (2.23) holds for any a 3 1. Therefore, we may replace a by 30 
to obtain 
9u 
pu.ku,k dt < 2, for a> 1, 
30 
and then, repeating the process n times, we see that 
f s f 
3n+lcJ 
3% 
pu,ku,k dz d $7 
for n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . 
Summation over n from 0 to m - 1 yields 
3ma 
1 +;+;+ ‘.. + 
1 
I 
3B3 
a 
jz-z dg 
and therefore 
for all a 2 1 where B4 = 3B,/2. 
In addition, we see that E(a) < cc for all a > 0. 
For a< 1, (1*4-l <a, so that in this case, we have 
s I I30 B3 pu,k”,k dt G F for a<1 a 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
instead of (2.23). 
Let /?=3 *q-’ > 3 and let r be the smallest positive integer such that 
3’a >, 1, which implies that 
1 + ln( l/a), r > 14 l/a) 
In 3 ‘x-7 
Now, 
E(a) = jjja pU,jU,j dr =j[Jol pu,.iu,j dT + E(l), 
a 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
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and, from (2.27), 
r-1 3’ + ‘u 
= 
c M k=O 3% 
pu, jU,j dt + B,. 
Since 3ka < 1 when k < r, (2.28) implies that 
pu,ju,j dr < 
B3 
3(2q-l)ka2~--1 
=- 
for k = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . r - 1. 
Thus, 
E(a) d 
3 B3 
6- 2-gq+B,=-$+Be 
for O<a< 1. 
Equations (2.27) and (2.33) can be combined to give the bound 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
3 (2.34) 
or, since l/p + l/q = 1, 
E(a) ,< &[a-‘P+ ‘)‘(P- “+ a-‘], (2.35) 
valid for all a > 0. 
When K=O in (1.7), we see from (2.18) that B,=O in (2.21). Thus, 
(2.23) holds for all a > 0 with B, = B, and therefore (2.27) is obtained for 
all a > 0. 
This completes the proof of (2.1) with b, = B4 and b, equal to either B4 
or zero depending upon whether or not K = 0. 
3. GENERALIZATIONS 
COROLLARY. Let Q be an unbounded domain whose closure e is 
contained in the closure of the cylindrical domain R of Theorem 1, which is 
sufficiently regular for the application of the divergence theorem, and which 
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is such that the intersection of 0 with any plane x3 = X, 3 0 is a two-dimen- 
sional region of positive area. 
Suppose u = u(xl, x2, x3) E C*(Q) satisfies the three conditions of the 
theorem in Q and on the portion of the boundary of Q on which xj > 0. 
Then, the inequality (2.1) holds, where here E(a) is the energy integral 
(1.5)overthesubdomainofQinwhichx,>aandb,,bz,andSarethesame 
as in Theorem 1. In addition, ly K = 0, then as before, (2.1) is obtained with 
b, =O. 
The proof of Theorem 1 can be used for the corollary without any essen- 
tial changes, except that the integrations are over Q and subdomains of Q, 
and with the additional obvious observation that 
(3.1) 
We can also generalize to some domains which cannot be contained in 
a cylinder. 
THEOREM 2. Let T be an unbounded subdomain of the three-dimensional 
half-space x3 >O which is sufficiently regular for the application of the 
divergence theorem. Assume that the intersection of T, the closure of T, with 
any plane x3 = X, > 0 is a two-dimensional region of finite positive area. 
Assume also that there exist y > 0 and t, 1 < t < 2, such that for any a > 0, 
the volume of the subdomain of T in which 0 <x3 < a is less than or equal 
to y max(a, a’). 
Suppose u = u(x,, x2, x3) E C2( T) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 in 
T and on the portion of the boundary of T on which xj > 0. 
If E(a) is the energy integral over the subdomain of T in which xg > a, then 
E(a) < b,a- (2q--I)+b,a-‘2~“+b,a~-l, (3.2) 
where q is defined by l/p + l/q = 1 and 6, and b, depend only upon 
N, M, K, p, y, and t. Moreover, if K = 0, then (3.2) holds with b3 = 0. 
The proof is accomplished in the same way as for Theorem 1. 
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